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ABSTRACT
Muons in neutron stars (NSs) play especially important roles in addressing several interesting new
physics questions associated with detecting as well as understanding interactions and astrophysical
effects of muonphilic dark matter particles. The key model inputs for studying the latter are the
total muon mass Mµ, the muon mass fraction Mµ/MNS over the NS mass MNS and the muon radial
density profile ρµ(r) in NSs of varying masses. We investigate these quantities within a minimum
model for the core of NSs consisting of neutrons, protons, electrons, and muons using an explicitly
isospin-dependent parametric Equation of State (EOS) constrained by available nuclear laboratory
experiments and the latest astrophysical observations of NS masses, radii and tidal deformabilities.
We found that the absolutely maximum muon mass Mµ and its mass fraction Mµ/MNS in the most
massive NSs allowed by causality are about 0.025 M⊙ and 1.1%, respectively. For the most massive
NS of mass 2.14 M⊙ observed so far, they reduce to about 0.020 M⊙ and 0.9%, respectively. We
also study respective effects of individual parameters describing the EOS of high-density neutron-rich
nucleonic matter on the muon contents in NSs with varying masses. We found that the most important
but uncertain nuclear physics ingredient for determining the muon contents in NSs is the high-density
nuclear symmetry energy.
Keywords: Dense matter, equation of state, stars: neutron
1. INTRODUCTION
Neutron stars (NSs) have long been recognized as use-
ful cosmic laboratories to capture and study properties
of Dark Matter (DM) particles while their direct and in-
direct detections in terrestrial laboratories remain elu-
sive, see, e.g., Refs. (Bell et al. 2019; Das et al. 2020)
for recent reviews. In particular, muons in NSs were
found to play a special role in addressing several inter-
esting new questions and anomalies in particle physics
beyond the Standard Model as well as the search for
DM and new mesons mediating possible new forces in
nature at various length and/or energy scales. For ex-
ample, assuming NSs are made of neutrons, protons,
electrons, and muons (i.e, the npeµ model for NSs) and
a single collision between the DM particle and a par-
ticle in NSs is required for the DM particle to become
gravitationally bound in NSs, the DM-muon scattering
was found to have a greater sensitivity than all other
techniques across almost the entire mass range for all
types of interactions considered (Bell et al. 2019), lead-
ing to some special research interests in muonphilic DM
particles that interact only with muons. Indeed, within
some new physics models for muonphilic DM motivated
by existing anomalies in the muon sector, such as the
anomalous magnetic moment and the LHCb’s indication
for the lepton-flavor nonuniversality in B → Kµ+µ−
decays (Garani & Heeck 2019), the unique nongravita-
tional interaction between muonphilic DM particle and
muons as well as DM annihilations in NSs leads to an
appreciable heating of some old and cold NSs, which
can be potentially observed by the infrared telescopes
(Bell et al. 2019; Garani & Heeck 2019). Interestingly,
the sensitivity was predicted to be orders of magnitude
more powerful than the current DM-electron scattering
bounds from terrestrial experiments (Bell et al. 2019).
Moreover, long-range muonic forces mediated by pro-
posed new mesons may result in a dipole radiation as
well as a modification of the chirp mass during the in-
spiral phase of merging NS binaries if they both contain
significant amounts of muons (Dror et al. 2019).
All of the predicted muonphilic DM capture cross
sections and associated effects on properties of both
isolated NSs and their mergers depend sensitively on
the muon mass fraction Mµ/MNS and its density pro-
2file ρµ(r) in NSs. It is well known that muons start
to appear in NSs when the electron chemical potential
becomes higher than the muon rest mass of mµc
2 =
105.66 MeV. Moreover, it is also well known that the
electron chemical potential in NSs at β equilibrium
is uniquely determined by the nuclear symmetry en-
ergy Esym(ρ) at baryon density ρ. In particular, the
high-density behavior of Esym(ρ) determines the crit-
ical density above which muons start to appear (see,
e.g., Li et al. 2014) for a collection of reviews. There-
fore, both the mass fraction and density profiles of
muons in NSs are expected to be strongly affected
by the high-density behavior of nuclear symmetry en-
ergy. While the nuclear symmetry energy especially
at supra-saturation densities remains the most uncer-
tain part of the Equation of State (EOS) of dense
neutron-rich nucleonic matter, significant constraints on
the Esym(ρ) have been obtained recently from both ter-
restrial experiments and astrophysical observations. In
particular, analyses of NS radii from earlier Chandra
(Steiner et al. 2010) X-ray data as well as the tidal
deformability of NSs from GW170817 (Abbott et al.
2018) together with the latest NS maximum mass M =
2.14+0.10
−0.09 M⊙ from observations of PSR J0740+6620
(Cromartie et al. 2019) have facilitated the recent ex-
traction of tighter constraints on the EOS of dense
neutron-rich nucleonic matter, especially its symmetry
energy term (see, e.g., Zhang et al. 2018; Zhang & Li
2019a,b,c; Nakazato & Suzuki 2019; Baillot et al. 2019;
Zhou et al. 2019; Zhou & Chen 2019).
The main purpose of this work is to examine the
maximum muon mass fractions and density profiles
in NSs in the high-density EOS parameter space al-
lowed by the available nuclear laboratory experiments
and the latest observations of NS properties (mass, ra-
dius, and tidal deformability) including the simulta-
neous measurement of both the mass and radius of
PSR J0030+0451 by the Neutron Star Interior Composi-
tion Explorer (NICER) Collaboration (Riley et al. 2019;
Raaijmakers et al. 2019; Bilous et al. 2019; Miller et al.
2019; Bogdanov et al. 2019a,b; Guillot et al. 2019). The
results of this work can be used as constrained model in-
puts in future studies of the new physics associated with
the interactions between muonphilic DM and muons in
NSs.
The manuscript is arranged as follows: In the next
section, we first outline the npeµ model used in our pre-
vious work (Zhang et al. 2018; Zhang & Li 2019a,b,c;
Xie & Li 2019) and present work for inverting NS ob-
servables using a parametric EOS with explicit isospin
dependence. Then effects of high-density EOS parame-
ters on the muon mass fractions will be examined in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, we update the allowed high-density
EOS parameter space by the latest NS observations. In
Section 5, we report the muon mass fractions and den-
sity profiles in canonical NSs, NSs with a mass of 2.14
M⊙ as well as NSs on the causality surface where the
speed of sound is the same as the speed of light and dis-
cuss their dependences on the remaining uncertainties
of high-density EOS of neutron-rich matter. Finally, a
summary and outlook will be given.
2. THE MINIMUM MODEL FOR CALCULATING
THE MUON CONTENTS IN NEUTRON STARS
In the following, we first recall the main features and
equations of the npeµ model of NSs widely used in the
literature to ease the discussions of our results. We
emphasize that this is the minimum model for study-
ing muons in NSs. It is well known that hyperons
and baryon resonances are predicted to appear above
certain critical densities (see, e.g., Vidan˜a et al. 2003;
Vidan˜a 2016; Provideˆncia et al. 2019; Ribes et al. 2019).
In particular, negatively charged particles, such as Σ−
and ∆−(1232) are among the first to be formed as the
density increases from the crust to the core of NSs.
Their appearances will affect significantly the fraction
of other negatively charged particles, such as electrons
and muons. However, there are currently large un-
certainties associated with the production mechanisms
and interactions of both hyperons and baryon reso-
nances in NSs. For instance, the ∆−(1232) may ap-
pear above a critical density as low as ρ0 depending
on its completely unknown coupling strength with the
ρ-meson (see, e.g., Drago et al. 2014; Cai et al. 2015;
Zhu et al. 2016; Takeda et al. 2018; Sahoo et al. 2018;
Li & Sedrakian 2019; Ribes et al. 2019). Thus, in some
models the muon fraction could decrease very quickly to
zero at high densities once the formation of Σ− and/or
∆−(1232) is considered. In addition, the phase transi-
tion from nuclear matter to quark matter will also sup-
press the formation of muons (Weber 2005), and muons
may not appear in quark stars (Masuda et al. 2013).
Thus, a more accurate study of muon contents requires
a much more comprehensive understanding about the
composition and phases of dense matter beyond the abil-
ities of the npeµ model of NSs. Nevertheless, given the
largely exploratory nature of studies about the muon-
philic DM in NSs in the literature, the most optimistic
estimate of the muon contents in NSs within the mini-
mum model is presently sufficient.
Our EOS model for NSs has three parts. For nucleons
in the core, as we shall discuss in detail next we use an
explicitly isospin-dependent parametric EOS. The core
EOS is then connected smoothly at the core-crust transi-
tion point to the NV EOS (Negele & Vautherin 1973) for
the inner crust followed by the BPS EOS (Baym et al.
1971) for the outer crust. Moreover, as discussed in de-
tail in our previous work in Ref. (Zhang et al. 2018),
3when the core EOS parameters are varied, the core-
crust transition density and pressure are calculated con-
sistently.
Within the npeµ model for the core of NSs, the core
pressure P (ρ, δ) = ρ2 dǫ(ρ,δ)/ρdρ can be obtained from the
total energy density ǫ(ρ, δ) of NS matter with nucleon
isospin asymmetry δ = (ρn − ρp)/ρ at baryon density ρ
ǫ(ρ, δ) = ǫb(ρ, δ) + ǫl(ρ, δ), (1)
where ǫb(ρ, δ) and ǫl(ρ, δ) are the energy density of
baryons and leptons, respectively. The ǫb(ρ, δ) can be
calculated from
ǫb(ρ, δ) = ρE(ρ, δ) + ρMN , (2)
where E(ρ, δ) is the energy per nucleon (nucleon specific
energy) of asymmetric nuclear matter and MN is the
average nucleon mass. The ǫl(ρ, δ) is obtained from
ǫl(ρ, δ) = ηφ(t) (3)
with
η =
m4l
8π2
, φ(t) = t
√
1 + t2(1 + 2t2)− ln(t+
√
1 + t2),
(4)
and
t =
(3π2ρl)
1/3
ml
(5)
is taken from the noninteracting Fermi gas model (~ =
c = 1) (Oppenheimer & Volkoff 1939). The chemical
potential of particle i is given by
µi =
∂ǫ(ρ, δ)
∂ρi
. (6)
The relative particle fractions at different densities in
NSs are obtained through the chemical (β) equilibrium
condition µn − µp = µe = µµ and the charge neutrality
condition ρp = ρe+ρµ for the density of proton, electron,
and muon, respectively. The condition µe = µµ can be
written explicitly as
me
[
1 +
(3π2ρe)
2/3
m2e
]1/2
= mµ
[
1 +
(3π2ρµ)
2/3
m2µ
]1/2
(7)
where me is the electron mass, thus relating the number
densities of muons and electrons through (Dror et al.
2019)
ρµ =
m3e
3π2
[
1 +
(3π2ρe)
2/3
m2e
−
m2µ
m2e
]3/2
. (8)
Then, the total muon rest mass in the NS local frame
can be calculated from the product of mµ and the total
number of muons, i.e.,
Mµ = mµ · 4π
∫ R
0
ρµr
2dr. (9)
While one can also integrate the muon energy density
given in Eq. (3) to obtain the total muon gravitational
mass as one does for calculating the NS gravitational
mass MNS, we present in this paper the total muon rest
mass in the NS local frame as it gives directly the total
number of muons that muonphilic DM particles can in-
teract with inside the NS considered. The total number
of muons is the most basic and useful information for
studying interactions of muonphilic DM particles and
their effects on properties of NSs. Moreover, the total
muon rest mass and gravitational mass have very sim-
ilar dependences on the high-density EOS parameters.
While our quantitative conclusions in this work are the
same by studying either the total muon gravitational
mass or rest mass, there are maybe interesting questions
where it is important to know the momentum distribu-
tion of muons and the corresponding kinetic contribu-
tion of muons to the total gravitational mass of NSs.
Then, the total muon gravitational mass can be calcu-
lated within the same framework presented here.
To obtain fractions of neutrons, protons, electrons,
and muons relative to the total baryon density ρ as well
as the pressure in NSs at β equilibrium, one has to cal-
culate the difference in chemical potentials of neutrons
and protons µn − µp from the nucleon specific energy
(Bombaci & Lombardo 1991)
E(ρ, δ) ≈ E0(ρ) + Esym(ρ)δ
2 (10)
where E0(ρ) is the nucleon specific energy in symmet-
ric nuclear matter (SNM) and Esym(ρ) is the nuclear
symmetry energy. As discussed in detail in our pre-
vious work (Zhang et al. 2018; Zhang & Li 2019a,b,c;
Xie & Li 2019), we parameterize both the E0(ρ) and
Esym(ρ) up to the third power of [(ρ− ρ0)/3ρ0] as
E0(ρ)=E0(ρ0) +
K0
2
(
ρ− ρ0
3ρ0
)2 +
J0
6
(
ρ− ρ0
3ρ0
)3,(11)
Esym(ρ)=Esym(ρ0) + L(
ρ− ρ0
3ρ0
) +
Ksym
2
(
ρ− ρ0
3ρ0
)2
+
Jsym
6
(
ρ− ρ0
3ρ0
)3. (12)
Considering the above parameterizations as empirical
energy density functionals, the parameters K0 and J0
are the incompressibility and skewness of SNM at sat-
uration density ρ0, while the L, Ksym and Jsym are the
slope, curvature and skewness of nuclear symmetry en-
ergy at ρ0. Previous analyses of many kinds of terrestrial
nuclear experiments and astrophysical observations have
constrained the values of E0(ρ0), K0, Esym(ρ0) and L to
around E0(ρ0) = −15.9 ± 0.4 MeV (Brown & Schwenk
2014), K0 ≈ 240 ± 20 MeV (Shlomo et al. 2006;
Piekarewicz 2010), Esym(ρ0) = 31.7 ± 3.2 MeV and
L ≈ 58.7 ± 28.1 MeV (Li & Han 2013; Oertel et al.
2017), respectively. However, the three parameters
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Figure 1. The symmetry energy Esym(ρ) and isospin asymmetry profile δ(ρ) in NS matter at β equilibrium as a function of the
reduced density ρ/ρ0 for Ksym = −400, -300, -200, -100, 0, and 100 MeV (left), and Jsym = −200, 0, 200, 400, 600, and 800
MeV (right), respectively, while all other parameters are fixed as the specified values. Taken from Zhang et al. (2018)
Ksym, Jsym, and J0 characterizing the high-density EOS
of neutron-rich matter are only known roughly in the
range of −400 ≤ Ksym ≤ 100 MeV, −200 ≤ Jsym ≤ 800
MeV, and −800 ≤ J0 ≤ 400 MeV (Tews et al. 2017;
Zhang et al. 2017), respectively. These parameters to-
gether thus span a large high-density EOS parameter
space. In particular, the Ksym and Jsym together con-
trol the high-density behavior of nuclear symmetry en-
ergy. The latter determines uniquely the proton fraction
(i.e., the total lepton fraction) of NSs at β equilibrium
through the condition µn − µp = µe = µµ ≈ 4δEsym(ρ)
when the chemical potential of electrons is higher than
the rest mass of muons above certain densities. One thus
expects the Ksym and Jsym parameters to play signifi-
cant roles in determining the muon contents. Of course,
effects of the three high-density EOS parameters on the
mass, radius and muon contents are correlated and have
to be examined together systematically. It is thus useful
to recall here typical effects of theKsym and Jsym param-
eters on the density profile of isospin asymmetry δ(ρ) in
NSs at β equilibrium in Figure 1. In the left panel,
we show results with Ksym = −400, -300, -200, -100, 0,
and 100 MeV, while in the right panel Jsym = −200, 0,
200, 400, 600, and 800 MeV, with all other parameters
fixed at the values specified, respectively. Clearly, as the
Esym(ρ) varies broadly at high-densities by varying ei-
ther the Ksym or Jsym parameter, the resulting density
profile of isospin asymmetry δ(ρ) changes accordingly
between 0 (symmetric nuclear matter) and 1 (pure neu-
tron matter).
Within the Ksym − Jsym − J0 3D high-density EOS
parameter space with E0(ρ0), K0, Esym(ρ0) and L fixed
at their currently known most probable empirical val-
ues described above, we can solve efficiently some NS
inverse-structure problems. Namely, given a value of
a NS observable, e.g., radius, mass, tidal deforma-
bility, moment of inertia, etc, we can find all neces-
sary combinations of the high-density EOS parameters
to reproduce the specified observable, see, e.g., Ref.
(Zhang & Li 2019a) for details. We shall first explore
the individual effects of the three high-density EOS pa-
rameters within the allowed EOS space discussed above
on the muon fraction in NSs of varying masses. We then
study how the latest astrophysical observations further
limit the high-density EOS parameter space and the re-
sulting consequences on the muon contents in NSs.
3. EFFECTS OF INDIVIDUAL HIGH-DENSITY
EOS PARAMETERS ON MUON CONTENTS IN
NEUTRON STARS
It is known from previous studies that the SNM EOS
dominates the masses while the symmetry energy dom-
inates the radii of NSs, see, e.g., Ref. (Li & Steiner
2006). Thus, the three high-density EOS parameters
are expected to play different roles in determining the
muon contents in NSs. Here we first fix the NS mass
at 1.4 M⊙ without any restriction on its radius. Shown
in Figure 2 are the accumulated NS mass (upper pan-
els) and muon mass (middle panels) up to the radial
coordinate r from the center as well as the muon ra-
dial density profile (lower panels) up to the radius R
where the pressure becomes zero for canonical NSs with
a total mass of 1.4 M⊙. As shown in the upper raw,
the integrated mass saturates at 1.4 M⊙ by design but
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Figure 2. The profile of NS mass (up panels), muon mass (middle panels), and muon density (lower panels) for canonical NSs
with a mass of 1.4 M⊙. The effects of high-density EOS parameters Ksym (left panels), Jsym (middle panels), and J0 (right
panels) are also shown.
the radius R1.4 is between about 11.5 km and 13 km
when the three parameters are varied. In particular,
the radius R1.4 increases significantly with the increas-
ing value of Ksym but increases only slightly with the
increasing values of Jsym and J0. This finding is consis-
tent with our prior knowledge in the literature, see, e.g.,
Ref. (Li et al. 2019), for a comprehensive review. The
overall average density in a 1.4M⊙ NS is in the range of
(1.23 ∼ 1.97)ρ0 (Niven 2020). The nuclear symmetry
energy in this density range is mainly controlled by the
Ksym while the Jsym becomes more influential at higher
densities as shown in Figure 1. Focusing on effects of the
Ksym by fixing the Jsym and J0 parameters in the left
panel, it is seen that higher values ofKsym lead to higher
masses of muons. Moreover, most of these muons reside
in the interior of NSs. The observed effects of Ksym
on the muon mass and profile are easily understandable
by inspecting the corresponding symmetry energy and
isospin asymmetry profile δ(ρ) at β equilibrium shown
in Figure 1. Higher values of Ksym make the symme-
try energy stiffer, thus energetically favor the formation
of a more neutron-poor system. It is mainly due to
the Esymδ
2 term in the EOS of Eq. (10) and is known
generally as the isospin fractionation in the literature,
see, e.g., Refs. (Muller & Serot 1995; Xu et al. 2000;
Baran et al. 2005; Li et al. 2008). The resulting higher
proton fraction makes the electron chemical potential
higher, facilitating more muon production in NSs. It
is also interesting to note that with very low values of
Ksym, e.g., Ksym = −300 MeV, as shown in Figure 1,
the symmetry energy becomes super-soft at high densi-
ties. Consequently, it is energetically favorable for NS
matter to be pure neutron matter at high densities. In
this case, only for densities less than about 3ρ0, the sym-
metry energy is stiff enough for protons (thus leptons)
to appear. Therefore, as shown in the lower window of
the left panel of Figure 2, muons only appear at low
densities towards the surface of NSs for Ksym = −300
MeV.
On the other hand, fixing both the Ksym and J0, ef-
fects of the Jsym on the 1.4 M⊙ NS are rather small as
shown in the middle column of Figure 2 while there is a
clear tendency that the radius R1.4 increases from 12.96
km for Jsym = −200 MeV to 13.23 km for Jsym = 800
MeV. This is easily understandable as the Jsym controls
mainly the behavior of nuclear symmetry energy above
about 3ρ0 while the average density in canonical NSs is
significantly less than this density.
For comparisons, it is also interesting to examine ef-
fects of the stiffness of high-density SNM EOS charac-
terized by the J0 parameter in the right column by fixing
the Ksym and Jsym at values giving a rather stiff symme-
try energy at suprasaturation densities. In this case, the
functional form of the symmetry energy is fixed. How-
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Figure 3. Effects of high-density EOS parameters Ksym (left panel), Jsym (middle panel), and J0 (right panel) on the muon
mass fraction Mµ/MNS as a function of the NS mass MNS.
ever, the average baryon density and its radial profile are
slightly different when varying the J0 parameters. It is
seen that the radius R1.4 is slighter larger with higher
values of J0 as shown in the upper window of the right
column of Figure 2. Thus, with the NS mass fixed at 1.4
M⊙, the baryon density is appreciably lower throughout
the NS with higher values of J0. As the symmetry en-
ergy increases with increasing density when both the
Ksym and Jsym are positive, the reduced average baryon
density with higher values of J0 makes the proton frac-
tion and the corresponding electron/muon chemical po-
tential lower, leading to a lower production of muons.
This effect is clearly shown in the middle and lower win-
dows of the right column. Of course, if we reset the
values of both Ksym and Jsym such that the resulting
symmetry energy is very soft, the effects of J0 on muons
will be reduced correspondingly. Thus, effects of the
three high-density EOS parameters on muons have to
be studied by allowing them all to freely change in the
whole EOS parameter space allowed by currently avail-
able constraints as we shall discuss in Section 5.
Now we remove the restriction on the NS mass and
study respective effects of Ksym, Jsym, and J0 on the
muon mass fraction Mµ/MNS as a function of the vary-
ing NS massMNS in Figure 3. First of all, it is seen that
the three parameters have different effects on the max-
imum mass of NSs in the range of 2 to 2.7M⊙. As one
expects, the J0 has the strongest influence on the NS
maximum mass, while extremely soft symmetry energy
due to small values of Ksym and/or Jsym may reduce the
maximum mass of NSs supported by the resulting EOS.
It is seen from the left panel that the increase of Ksym
changes the Mµ/MNS ratio significantly for M > 0.8
M⊙, while effects of Jsym are limited for M < 1.6 M⊙
as the Jsym starts to affect the symmetry energy only
when the density ρ is higher than about 3ρ0 (Zhang & Li
2019b).
Generally speaking, a stiffer symmetry energy due to
large values of Ksym and/or Jsym increases both the
muon mass and the total NS mass. But their ratio
Mµ/MNS may increase or decrease. As the muon mass
fraction Mµ/MNS is found to increase with the stiffness
of symmetry energy, the resulting increase in the muon
mass is apparently larger than that in the total NS mass.
It is also very interesting to note that when the Ksym
values are largely negative (e.g., -200 or -300 MeV), the
muon fraction decreases in more massive NSs as shown
in the left window of Figure 3. This is again due to the
fact that with these negative values of Ksym the symme-
try energy becomes super-soft favoring the formation of
pure neutron matter at densities higher than about 3ρ0.
Thus, in this case there are less muons in the core of
more massive NSs. In principle, largely negative values
of Jsym have the same effects. This is, however, absent
when the Ksym has a large positive value as shown in
the middle window. Nevertheless, it is seen clearly that
when Jsym becomes more negative, there are less muons
in more massive NSs, which is consistent with the effects
of varying the Ksym parameter. On the other hand, the
increased stiffness J0 of high-density SNM EOS reduces
the muon mass as shown in Figure 3 but increases signif-
icantly the total NS mass. Consequently, the muon mass
7fraction Mµ/MNS decreases quickly with the increasing
value of J0 parameter.
4. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE
HIGH-DENSITY EOS PARAMETER SPACE
In the previous section, we examined the EOS effects
on muon contents in NSs within the large uncertainty
ranges of the high-density EOS parameters predicted by
nuclear theories and allowed by available nuclear labo-
ratory experiments. Constraining the high-density EOS
of neutron-rich matter has long been a shared goal of
both astrophysics and nuclear physics. Indeed, obser-
vations of NSs using several different kinds of messen-
gers in recent years have already provided some use-
ful constraints on the high-density EOS. Within the
model framework discussed above, we have recently
studied how the three high-density EOS parameters
are constrained by NS observations (Zhang et al. 2018;
Zhang & Li 2019a,b,c; Xie & Li 2019). These include
the radii R1.4 of canonical NSs, e.g., 10.62 < R1.4 <
12.83 km from analyzing quiescent low-mass X-ray bina-
ries (Lattimer & Steiner 2014), the dimensionless tidal
deformability 70 ≤ Λ1.4 ≤ 580 from the refined analysis
of GW170817 data (Abbott et al. 2018), and the latest
NS maximum mass M = 2.14+0.10
−0.09 M⊙ from the ob-
servations of PSR J0740+6620 (Cromartie et al. 2019).
Of course, the causality and dynamical stability condi-
tions have to be satisfied through out the entire NSs. It
has been recognized earlier that the available lower lim-
its on both the R1.4 and Λ1.4 are currently outside the
crossline between the causality surface and the NS max-
imum mass of M=2.14 M⊙ in the 3D high-density EOS
parameter space. It is also well known that the extrac-
tion of the lower limit of Λ1.4 from the GW170817 data
suffers from large uncertainties and the results are signif-
icantly model dependent. The lower limits of R1.4 and
Λ1.4 extracted so far thus do not provide more tight con-
straints on the EOS than that set by the causality con-
dition and the maximum mass of NSs, see, e.g., Li et al.
(2019) for a recent review. Here we first compile the
currently known, most effective and tightest constraints
on the Ksym − Jsym − J0 3D high-density EOS param-
eter space. We then examine if and to what degree the
simultaneous measurements of NS mass and radius of
PSR J0030+0451 reported very recently by the NICER
Collaboration (Miller et al. 2019; Riley et al. 2019) may
help further constrain the high-density EOS parameter
space. The updated constraints on the high-density EOS
space will then be used in the next section to set limits
on the muon contents in NSs with different masses.
Using the direct inversion technique for solving NS
inverse-structure problems within the npeµ model dis-
cussed in detail in Refs. (Zhang et al. 2018; Zhang & Li
2019a), one can examine how each NS observable may
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Figure 4. Constant surfaces of neutron star observables with
values indicated by the red arrows and the causality condi-
tion in the 3D Ksym − Jsym − J0 EOS parameter space: the
NS maximum mass of M=2.14M⊙ (green surface) or 2.01M⊙
(pink surface), the radius of canonical NS R1.4 = 12.83 km
(yellow surface) or R1.28 = 11.52 km (orange surface) for a
NS of mass 1.28M⊙, the dimensionless tidal deformability
of canonical NS Λ1.4 = 580 (red surface), and the causality
surface (blue) on which the sound speed equals the speed of
light in centers of most massive NSs supported at the point
of the EOS parameter space.
help constrain the high-density EOS parameter space.
We note that results from the direct inversion and statis-
tical inversion using the Bayesian approach were found
consistent (Xie & Li 2019). As examples relevant for the
present study, shown in Figure 4 are the constant sur-
faces of several observables and physics conditions in the
3DKsym−Jsym−J0 EOS parameter space: the NS max-
imum mass of M=2.14 M⊙ (green surface) or 2.01 M⊙
(pink surface), the radius of canonical NS R1.4 = 12.83
km (yellow surface) or R1.28 = 11.52 km (orange sur-
face) for a NS of mass 1.28 M⊙, the dimensionless tidal
deformability of canonical NS Λ1.4 = 580 (red surface),
and the causality surface (blue) on which the speed of
sound equals the speed of light at the central density of
the most massive NS supported by the nuclear pressure
at each point with the specific EOS there (Zhang & Li
2019a). The red arrows point to the constant surfaces
on which the specified observables have the same values
while the black arrows indicate the directions satisfying
the specified observational constraints. All acceptable
EOSs have to support NSs at least as massive as M=2.14
M⊙ but below the causality surface. This limits mainly
the EOS space vertically, namely, the range of J0 pa-
rameter, while the radii and tidal deformability provide
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Figure 5. The observational constraints of mass M =
1.34+0.16−0.15 M⊙ (green dash dot lines), radius R = 12.71
+1.19
−1.14
km (blue dash lines), and compactness M/R = 0.156+0.010−0.008
(red solid lines) at 68% confidence level from NICER obser-
vations in the mass-radius plane. The intersections between
mass and radius are labeled as black squares and the ones
between compactness and mass or radius are labeled as black
dots. The shadowed area corresponds to the mass-radius re-
lation meeting all constraints from the NICER observations
reported in Riley et al. (2019).
more strict constrains horizontally, namely, the Ksym
and Jsym as well as their correlations. The cross lines
of these constant surfaces determines the boundaries of
the 3D EOS parameter space. For example, the crossline
between the causality surface and the maximum mass of
M=2.14 M⊙ sets a boundary from the lower-right side
while the crossline between the causality surface and the
upper limit of canonical NS radius R1.4 ≤ 12.83 km sets
an upper-left boundary for the EOS space. It is also seen
that the latter is slightly tighter than the one from us-
ing the upper limit of the tidal deformability Λ1.4 ≤ 580
from the GW170817 data.
We now examine possible updates to the constrained
3D high-density EOS parameter space considering the
results of NICER’s simultaneous measurements of both
the radius and mass of PSR J0030+0451. Their data
were analyzed using two slightly different approaches,
but giving very consistent results. In Miller et al.
(2019), the mass and radius of PSR J0030+0451 were
found to be M = 1.44+0.15
−0.14 M⊙ and R = 13.02
+1.24
−1.06
km at 68% confidence level, while in Riley et al. (2019),
M = 1.34+0.16
−0.15 M⊙ and R = 12.71
+1.19
−1.14 km as well as
M/R = 0.156+0.010
−0.008 were obtained. As the compact-
ness M/R is normally considered to provide tighter and
additional constraints on the mass-radius relation, we
use the results from Riley et al. (2019) in the following
discussions while our conclusions using the results from
Miller et al. (2019) are the same.
The NICER results from Riley et al. (2019) are shown
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Figure 6. Lower limits on NS radius corresponding to the
point A (green surface) and C (blue surface) from NICER
(Riley et al. 2019) shown in Figure 5 and the lower limit (yel-
low surface) from analyzing quiescent low-mass X-ray bina-
ries in Lattimer & Steiner (2014) in the 3D parameter space
of Ksym−Jsym−J0. The space on the left side of each surface
is allowed.
in the mass-radius plane in Figure 5. The intersections
between the mass and radius are labeled as black squares
and the ones between compactness and mass or radius
are labeled as black dots. The shadowed area corre-
sponds to the mass-radius relations that satisfy the con-
straints from NICER. As NSs with masses in the ap-
proximate range of 0.8 ≤ M ≤ 2.0 have almost the
same radius in most calculations, the radius data pro-
vide potentially tighter and/or new constraints on the
EOS parameters. Thus, the points A (M = 1.28 M⊙,
R = 11.52 km) and C (M = 1.18 M⊙, R = 11.52 km)
may provide a lower limit to the EOS parameter space,
while the points B (M = 1.37 M⊙, R = 13.85 km)
and D (M = 1.49 M⊙, R = 13.85 km) may provide
an upper one. However, the latter does not provides
a more tight constraint than the R1.4 ≤ 12.83 km and
Λ1.4 ≤ 580 boundaries shown in Figure 4 while they
are all very close and consistent. To determine whether
the point A or C provides a tighter constraint, we com-
pare the constant surfaces of points A (green surface)
and C (blue surface) from Figure 5 as well as the lower
limit of R1.4 ≥ 10.62 km (yellow surface) from analyzing
the quiescent low-mass X-ray binaries in the 3D high-
density EOS parameter space in Figure 6. The space
on the left side of each constant surface is allowed. It
is clearly seen that the R1.28 ≥ 11.52 km provides the
tightest constraint on the EOS parameter space except
at the right front corner. As the latter can be easily ex-
cluded by the causality condition, the lower limit of the
radius R1.28 ≥ 11.52 km sets the most useful and a new
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constraint by building a rigid new wall on the right-back
corner of the high-density EOS parameter space. Obvi-
ously, it is significantly more constraining on the EOS
space than the constraint R1.4 ≥ 10.62 km from the ear-
lier X-ray data which also suffers from some systematic
errors (Lattimer & Steiner 2014).
In comparison with other constraints shown in Figure
4, however, it is seen that the R1.28 ≥ 11.52 km con-
stant surface is still outside to the right of the crossline
between the constant surface of NS maximum mass of
M=2.14 M⊙ and the causality surface. Consequently,
the high-density EOS parameter space surrounded by
the green (lower limit of NS maximum mass), yellow
(upper limit of canonical NS radius), and blue surfaces
(upper limit of sound speed) shown in Figure 4 satisfy
all of the latest NS observational constraints and physics
requirements discussed above. Within this allowed high-
density EOS space, we shall examine next constraints on
the muon contents in NSs. Before continuing, based on
our examinations above we note here that simultaneous
measurements of both the masses and radii of NSs more
massive than the PSR J0030+0451 with NICER and/or
other observatories are expected to have the great poten-
tial of dramatically further tightening the high-density
EOS parameter space.
5. CONSTRAINTS ON MUON CONTENTS IN
MASSIVE NEUTRON STARS
We have discussed effects of the high-density EOS pa-
rameters on muon contents in canonical neutron stars
in Section 3. The proposed new physics associated with
the muonphilic DM becomes more important and po-
tentially easier to be detected in more muon-rich envi-
ronments. It is thus interesting to study muon contents
in the most massive NSs both detected so far and maxi-
mumly allowed by causality. For this purpose, we inves-
tigate here muon contents in NSs on the constant surface
of M=2.14 M⊙ and causality, respectively. As shown
in Figure 4, these two constant surfaces are approxi-
mately perpendicular to the constant surfaces of radii
and/or tidal deformability. This observation is well un-
derstood as the masses of NSs are mainly determined by
the stiffness of high-density SNM EOS characterized by
the J0 parameter while the radii are mostly affected by
the stiffness of nuclear symmetry energy characterized
by the Ksym and Jsym when the L parameter is fixed at
its known most probable value as in our study here. We
thus present here first the muon contents on the M=2.14
M⊙ and causality surfaces, respectively, then at selected
points in the allowed EOS space.
Shown in Figure 7 are the muon mass Mµ (left panel)
and its mass fraction Mµ/MNS (right panel) on the
M=2.14 M⊙ and causality surfaces, respectively. By
definition, the causality surface (larger J0) determines
the upper limit in the 3D high-density EOS space. At
the front-left corner where the surface is rather flat, the
muon mass Mµ and its fraction Mµ/MNS reach their
absolute upper limits of 0.025 M⊙ and 0.018, respec-
tively. Staying on the causality surface and moving to
the bottom-right corner, the combinations of Ksym and
Jsym make the symmetry energy super-soft, leading to
the formation of pure neutron matter without any lep-
ton at all, thus zero muon fraction. Similarly, the muon
mass and its fraction on the M = 2.14 M⊙ (smaller J0)
surface vary withKsym and Jsym. The muon contents on
the M=2.14 M⊙ and causality surfaces becomes closer
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when the NS mass 2.14M⊙ becomes the absolutely max-
imum mass allowed by causality.
More detailed information about the muon contents
on the M=2.14 M⊙ and causality surfaces can be ob-
tained. Shown in Figure 8 are several representative
radial profiles of NS mass MNS(r), muon mass Mµ(r),
and muon density ρµ(r) with selected parameters on the
causality surface (red lines) and M = 2.14 M⊙ surface
(blue lines) for Ksym = 100 (left panels), 0 (middle pan-
els), and −100 MeV (right panels) and Jsym = 0 (solid
lines), 400 (dashed lines), and 800 (dash-dot lines) MeV,
respectively. The corresponding radii R for the selected
parameters are labeled as red and blue dots in the upper
panels. Compared to the MNS and Mµ radial profiles,
the muon density profile ρµ(r) is affected more appar-
ently by the variation of nuclear symmetry energy as
one expects. It is also seen that effects of varying Jsym
are larger for smaller values of Ksym. Overall, the muon
fraction is the highest on the causality surface with the
hardest symmetry energy achieved with large positive
values for Ksym and/or Jsym. However, when the sym-
metry energy is super-soft with large negative values for
Ksym, e.g., in the right column, the muon contents are
low on both the causality andM = 2.14M⊙ surfaces es-
pecially if the Jsym value is also relatively low, e.g., with
Jsym = 0 (in this case the blue and red lines coincide)
in the right-bottom panel. These features are consistent
with what we found for canonical NSs discussed earlier.
For studying the new physics related to muonphilic
DM in NSs, it is also useful to know the correlations
among densities of neutrons, protons, electrons, and
muons. Shown in Figure 9 are the particle fractions
ρi/ρ (with i = n, p, e, and µ, respectively) as functions
of baryon density ρ for three typical EOSs on the causal-
ity surface (left), M = 2.14 M⊙ (middle) surface, and
their cross line (right), respectively. As we can see, the
maximum muon fraction ρµ/ρ is around 0.2 reached at
ρ ≈ 6ρ0 on both the causality and M = 2.14 M⊙ sur-
faces. In fact, it is seen clearly that the density correla-
tions in the left and middle windows are almost identical.
This is not surprising as the two sets of EOS parameters
have the same Ksym and Jsym but different J0 values,
namely the same symmetry energy function Esym(ρ).
The latter determines uniquely the proton (lepton) frac-
tion in NSs at β equilibrium as we discussed in detail
in Section 2. It is the different values of J0 that make
one EOS stiff enough to support a NS on the causality
surface while the other one having a maximum mass of
M = 2.14 M⊙. When the particle fractions are exam-
ined as a function of baryon density up to 6ρ0 reached
in both NSs, they are almost identical as one expects.
We note that this study is different from examining the
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muon mass Mµ and fraction Mµ/MNS shown in Figure
7 as functions of Ksym and Jsym which vary the function
Esym(ρ) itself.
6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Motivated by the critical roles played by muons in NSs
in addressing several novel physics questions associated
with muonphilic DM particles proposed in the litera-
ture, we investigated the muon contents in NSs within
a minimum model for NSs consisting of neutrons, pro-
tons, electrons, and muons. Considering the possible
formation of negatively charged hyperons and baryon
resonances that may reduce the muon fraction in NSs
at β equilibrium, our evaluations of the muon contents
within the npeµ model should be considered as the most
optimistic estimates useful mostly for the exploratory
studies of DM particles in NSs.
Using an explicitly isospin-dependent parametric EOS
for the core of NSs and the technique of solving the
NS inverse-structure problems developed in our previ-
ous work, we first updated the constraints on the high-
density EOS parameter space considering the latest ob-
servations of NS mass, radius, and tidal deformability in-
cluding the simultaneous measurement of both the mass
and radius of PSR J0030+0451 by the NICER Collab-
oration. We then examined the total muon mass, mass
fraction and radial profile for both canonical and massive
NSs within the high-density EOS space allowed by the
latest observational constraints. We also studied parti-
cle fractions as a function of baryon density on both the
causality surface and for the most massive NS observed
so far. We found that the absolutely maximum muon
mass Mµ and its mass fraction Mµ/MNS achieved on
the causality surface are about 0.025 M⊙ and 1.1%, re-
spectively. In the most massive NS observed so far with
M=2.14 M⊙, they reduce to about 0.020 M⊙ and 0.9%,
respectively. These results can be used as restricted in-
puts in model studies of the new physics associated with
the muonphilic DM particles in NSs.
We examined in detail the individual roles of the stiff-
ness of high-density SNM EOS characterized by the J0
parameter and the high-density behavior of nuclear sym-
metry energy characterized by the Ksym and Jsym pa-
rameters. We found that for any NS with a given mass,
the most uncertain nuclear physics input for determining
the muon mass, its mass fraction, and density profile is
the high-density behavior of nuclear symmetry energy.
Besides new laboratory experiments with high-energy
radioactive ion beams at advanced rare isotope beam
facilities being built around the world, see, e.g., Refs.
(Balantekin et al. 2014; U.S. LRP 2015; NuPECC LRP
2017), ongoing and planned NS observations, see, e.g.,
Refs. (Watts 2019; Bogdanov et al. 2019; Fonseca et al.
2019), with advanced X-ray and/or gravitational wave
detectors will all help further constrain the EOS of dense
neutron-rich matter. Especially, energetic heavy-ion col-
lisions involving highly neutron-rich nuclei in terrestrial
laboratories together with simultaneous measurements
of both the masses and radii of massive NSs and/or high-
frequency gravitational wave signals from the merging
phase of colliding NSs in space have the great poten-
tials of finally fixing the high-density behavior of nuclear
symmetry energy.
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